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Sophisticated documents like legal cases and biomedi-
cal articles can contain unusually long sentences.
Extractive summarizers can select such sentences—
potentially adding hundreds of unnecessary words to
the summary—or exclude them and lose important
content. Sentence simplification or compression seems
on the surface to be a promising solution. However,
compression removes words before the selection algo-
rithm can use them, and simplification generates sen-
tences that may be ambiguous in an extractive
summary. We therefore compare the performance of an
extractive summarizer selecting from the sentences of
the original document with that of the summarizer
selecting from sentences shortened in three ways: sim-
plification, compression, and disaggregation, which
splits one sentence into several according to rules
designed to keep all meaning. We find that on legal
cases and biomedical articles, these shortening
methods generate ungrammatical output. Human evalu-
ators performed an extrinsic evaluation consisting of
comprehension questions about the summaries. Evalu-
ators given compressed, simplified, or disaggregated
versions of the summaries answered fewer questions
correctly than did those given summaries with unaltered
sentences. Error analysis suggests 2 causes: Altered
sentences sometimes interact with the sentence selec-
tion algorithm, and alterations to sentences sometimes
obscure information in the summary. We discuss future
work to alleviate these problems.
Introduction
Most automatic summarizers are extractive: They select
complete sentences from the original document(s) (Mani &
Maybury, 1999; Radev, Hovy, & McKeown, 2002).
However, sentences in an original document are often not
ideally suited to a summary. One problem is that a goal of
summaries is to convey information concisely, but sentences
from the original document were not written with this limi-
tation in mind. Thus, an extracted sentence might contain
both essential and extraneous information. Several research-
ers have sought to address this problem through sentence
simplification and sentence compression. (Knight & Marcu,
2002; Siddharthan, Nenkova, & McKeown, 2004; Zajic,
Dorr, Lin, & Schwartz, 2007).
These efforts have largely focused on deleting portions of
sentences deemed unimportant. Even systems that imple-
ment forms of simplification and compression other than
deletion also use deletion as one of their operations.
Although these systems have as their goal the reduction of
sentence length with minimal loss of meaning, deletion nec-
essarily entails some loss of meaning.
Naturally, a summary cannot include all of the meaning
of the original document. Summarization algorithms use
information from the entire document to select important
portions of the meaning for inclusion in the summary. It
makes little sense, then, to make deletion a separate step
from sentence selection, as this takes the decision about
what meaning is important away from the summarization
algorithm. We might thus expect improved summarization if
we divide the sentences into smaller units of meaning that
the selection algorithm can act upon.
Our approach to such division is to disaggregate
sentences—that is, split one long sentence into two or more
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shorter sentences—before running the sentence selection
algorithm. As an example, the sentence
The district court’s decision cannot be affirmed on the ground
that the petition was untimely, and we must take up the
merits. (1)
might be disaggregated to
The district court’s decision cannot be affirmed on the ground
that the petition was untimely. We must take up the merits. (2)
Disaggregating sentences thus allows extractive summa-
rizers to act on shorter units. Rather than deciding whether all
23 words of Example (1) should be included in the summary,
the system can make separate decisions about the 15-word
first sentence and the six-word second sentence of Example
(2), perhaps allowing it to include important information in
the summary while leaving out less important information.
Unlike sentence compression, however, disaggregation only
reorganizes meaning; it does not remove content.
Another problem with prior work on sentence compres-
sion for summarization is its focus on newswire articles.
While research has begun on summarizing documents such
as scientific journal articles, legal cases, and dissertations
(Hachey & Grover, 2006; Jha, Coke, & Radev, 2015; Ou,
Khoo, & Goh, 2007), research on sentence compression for
summarization has largely ignored such documents. These
sophisticated documents—written for audiences with years
of specialized education, like lawyers, scientists, and
doctors—are particularly likely to include long, complex
sentences, and thus particularly likely to benefit from a
procedure that allows the summarizer to choose from shorter
units of meaning.
In addition, preserving as much meaning as possible is
especially important in these sophisticated domains. For
example, while it might be safe to compress
Sources say that the House is likely to vote on the issue
tomorrow. (3)
in a newswire article into
The House is likely to vote on the issue tomorrow. (4)
we cannot compress
Plaintiffs say that we must find Defendant in contempt. (5)
in a legal case into
We must find Defendant in contempt. (6)
without significantly altering the meaning. Disaggregation
thus seems likely to be particularly useful in sophisticated
domains.
We evaluate several alternative methods of summarizing
two types of sophisticated documents: legal cases and bio-
medical research articles. We compare the performance of
an extractive summarizer when it selects from unaltered
sentences with its performance on simplified, compressed,
or disaggregated sentences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
describe related work in summarization and simplifying and
compressing sentences. Second, we describe the task and the
documents we seek to summarize. Third, we describe the
existing sentence compression and sentence simplification
systems we test with our summarizer, as well as a sentence
disaggregation technique that uses 112 manually written
rules to split sentences. Fourth, we describe the extractive
summarization algorithm used in all conditions of our
experiment. Next, we describe our experiment comparing
the four systems. Finally, we discuss possible reasons for the




From the earliest days of automatic text summarization
through today, extraction of sentences from the original
document has been the preferred approach (see, e.g.,
Barzilay & Elhadad, 1997; Erkan & Radev, 2004; Haghighi
& Vanderwende, 2009; Hovy & Lin, 1998; Luhn, 1958;
Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004; Piwowarski, Amini, & Lalmas,
2012; Yang & Wang, 2008).
Evaluation of summaries may be intrinsic or extrinsic.
Rath, Resnick, and Savage (1961) began the popular
approach of intrinsic evaluation—that is, of evaluating sum-
maries by determining how similar they were to human-
written summaries. Many modern automatic summary
evaluations use the ROUGE system (Lin, 2004), which mea-
sures the similarity of the automatic summary to several
human-written summaries. Similarly, for the pyramid
method of evaluation, human judges compare the target
summary to several human-generated models. (Nenkova,
Passonneau, & McKeown, 2007).
An alternative approach is extrinsic (task-based) evalua-
tion. Rather than asking, “How similar is this summary to a
human-written one?” we ask, “How well does this summary
enable its readers to complete a task?” Morris, Kasper, and
Adams (1992) evaluated summaries by having subjects who
read a condensed form complete a reading comprehension
test to assess how well they understood the content of the
original document. Hand (1997) described how well humans
who read the summaries could categorize the document and
decide whether it was relevant to a query. McKeown,
Passonneau, Elson, Nenkova, and Hirschberg (2005) tested
the ability of human readers to complete a time-limited,
fact-gathering task using summaries. Otterbacher, Radev,
1A complete review of prior work in automatic summarization is beyond
the scope of this paper; the interested reader is encouraged to consult Mani
and Maybury (1999), Mani (2001), and Radev et al. (2002) as a starting
point.
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and Kareem (2008) used comprehension questions to evalu-
ate the usefulness of hierarchical summaries to readers using
mobile devices. Murray et al. (2009) evaluated summaries
of meetings by asking human readers about how and why a
decision was made at the meetings. And Rastkar, Murphy,
and Murray (2014) used task-based evaluation on summa-
ries of software bug reports.
Sentence Simplification, Compression, and Disaggregation
Background and early work. Work in shortening sentences
falls into two main categories: sentence simplification and
sentence compression. Early simplification research was
intended to benefit readability, parsing, and summarization
and to improve accessibility for people with disabilities. It
generally involved simplifying both structure and word
choice. Carroll, Minnen, Canning, Devlin, and Tait
(1998) described a pipeline incorporating analysis, lexical
simplification, and syntactic simplification. Their syntactic
simplifier was based on handwritten rules, such as replacing
passive constructions with active constructions.
Chandrasekar and Srinivas (1997) learned simplification
rules automatically. In the earliest work on pure sentence
compression that we are aware of, Grefenstette (1998)
described “telegraphic text reduction” to allow blind people
using a reading machine to skim text; a user could choose,
for example, to see only proper nouns; or only subjects, head
verbs, and objects of the main clause; or only subjects and
object nouns including subclauses.
In the early 2000s, simplification work split in two direc-
tions. While some researchers focused on simplification
for readability, others began to work on sentence compres-
sion for summarization. Confusingly, some work on sen-
tence compression was still called simplification. For
consistency, we refer to efforts to shorten sentences by dis-
carding some content as compression, efforts to make text
easier to read as simplification, and efforts to split sentences
as disaggregation.
Sentence compression for summarization. Knight and
Marcu (2002) presented two approaches to sentence com-
pression for summarization: a noisy-channel model and a
decision-tree approach. In both cases, their goal was to gen-
erate a grammatically correct compression that included the
most important pieces of information from the original sen-
tence but deleted some subset of the words. Turner and
Charniak (2005) created unsupervised and semisupervised
models to complement Knight and Marcu’s supervised
learning approach. Examining Knight and Marcu’s hypoth-
esis that sentence compression could improve summariza-
tion, Lin (2003) found that an oracle method of
compression—reranking candidate compressions using the
manual summaries of the same documents—did improve
performance on a forerunner of the ROUGE evaluation (Lin,
2004); however, Knight and Marcu’s noisy-channel com-
pression model actually worsened performance. Lin noted
that even the oracle condition did not improve summaries as
much as expected and suggested that sentence compression
“might drop some important content.”
Siddharthan et al. (2004) compressed sentences for sum-
maries by removing parentheticals. They found that this
improved clustering, in that it got rid of background infor-
mation. They extracted the desired sentences for the
summary, then added the parenthetical information back
where it was needed—the first time the entity it described
was mentioned in the summary.
Some groups permitted the sentence extraction module to
choose from more than one possible variation on the same
sentence. Zajic et al. (2007) altered a parse-and-trim com-
pression approach so that it produced multiple compressions
of a sentence, then used a sentence selector to choose from
the pool of candidate sentences based on a linear combina-
tion of features. Similarly, Vanderwende, Suzuki, Brockett,
and Nenkova (2007) wrote manual rules to remove certain
syntactic units such as appositives, then provided their sum-
marizer with both the compressed sentence and the original
sentence. They relied upon the sentence selection algo-
rithm’s ability to deal with redundancy to ensure that it did
not select both versions of a single sentence. On Document
Understanding Conference (DUC) 2006 data, over 40% of
the sentences the selection component chose to include were
the simplified sentences, which resulted in the ability to add
one extra sentence to each summary on average.
Using integer linear programming (ILP) for sentence
compression (Clarke & Lapata, 2007, 2008) led to improved
results and a burst of related research. Clarke and Lapata’s
model maximized a scoring function while adhering to
sentence-level constraints to ensure grammatical output.
They later added the further step of considering the context
surrounding the sentence to be compressed when choosing a
compression. (Clarke & Lapata, 2010). Martins and Smith
(2009) improved summarization performance by optimizing
an objective function with a single set of constraints that
incorporated both compression and extraction. Similarly,
Berg-Kirkpatrick, Gillick, and Klein (2011) found that
jointly learning a model for extraction and compression
outperforms the model that only learns extraction for mul-
tidocument summaries. One problem with their model was
that solving the ILP for joint extraction and compression
was an order of magnitude slower than solving the ILP for
extraction only; sometimes the process was prohibitively
slow. Chali and Hasan (2012) compared three methods of
query-focused multidocument summarization using ILP-
based compression and extraction: choosing sentence
compressions and then doing sentence extraction; doing
extraction and then compressing the sentences; and combin-
ing compression and extraction. Combined extraction and
compression performed the best, followed by first extracting
and then compressing sentences. Li, Liu, Weng, and Liu
(2013), noting that joint compression and selection by ILP
can be prohibitively expensive, proposed an alternative: use
summary-guided compression to get a set of good possible
compressions, apply a preselection step, then use the ILP
selection framework to select the compressed sentences.
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The most recent work with ILP for sentence compression
has been in Joint Structural Inference (Thadani &
McKeown, 2013). Whereas earlier ILP compression systems
used either a language model or edges in a dependency
graph to represent text, this approach uses both, providing
performance gains without requiring hand-picked con-
straints. A follow-up to that paper (Thadani, 2014) addressed
the slowness of joint inference by solving the two subprob-
lems separately and generating approximate solutions to the
graph-based subproblem.
Simplification for readability. Work on simplification for
readability has continued in parallel. Siddharthan (2002,
2006) proposed a manual-rule-based model with analysis,
transformation, and regeneration stages. He described hand-
written rules to recognize and simplify adjectival or relative
clauses, adverbial clauses, coordinate clauses, subordinate
clauses, correlated clauses, participial phrases, appositive
phrases, and passive voice based on chunking, part-of-
speech (POS) identification, and constituency parsing.
Siddharthan (2010) incorporated handwritten rules that
matched patterns in a typed dependency parse and that could
make certain lexico-syntactic substitutions so that the result-
ing sentences included the correct parts POS tags.
Wubben, Van Den Bosch, and Krahmer (2012) moved
away from the handwritten rules model of simplification and
instead used a monolingual phrase-based machine transla-
tion (PBMT) model trained using Wikipedia and Simple
Wikipedia as parallel corpora. Noting that simplification
work was becoming divided between manual rules and sta-
tistical methods, Siddharthan and Angrosh (2014) intro-
duced a method that used both manual rules and rules
learned from parallel English Wikipedia and Simple English
Wikipedia texts.
Disaggregation. The only research that we are aware of
that disaggregates sentences is Siddharthan (2002, 2006)
and Klebanov, Knight, and Marcu (2004).2 While
Siddharthan (2002) described a wide range of syntactic con-
structs that could be simplified according to rules, the rules
actually implemented only split certain constructs into mul-
tiple sentences. Jonnalagadda and Gonzalez (2010) success-
fully applied Siddharthan’s sentence splitting system to
improve recall without harming precision in information
extraction from biomedical papers. Klebanov et al. (2004)
introduced the concept of an “Easy Access Sentence” (EAS)
for information extraction. An EAS should have one finite
verb, make only claims that were present in the original
sentence, and include as many entity names as possible. To
generate EASs, they used a named entity recognizer and a
parser, then constructed a sentence for every verb in the
original sentence.
Problem Definition and Algorithms
Task Definition
Our goal is to generate improved summaries of sophisti-
cated documents by selecting from shorter sentences than
the original document contained. By sophisticated docu-
ments, we mean documents written for a highly educated
audience, which are likely to include long or complicated
sentences. For this study, we consider legal cases and bio-
medical articles.
In the United States legal system, when a court decides an
issue of law a judge writes a document called an “opinion,”
“decision,” or “case,” explaining the circumstances of the
case, the issues before the court, and what the court decided
and why. Such legal opinions are precedent that guide—and
in some situations bind—courts that consider similar issues
in the future. Thus, legal professionals must know about
opinions. Yet these professionals face information overload,
as tens of thousands of opinions are issued in the U.S.
federal courts alone each year. Summarization of cases is
therefore essential. Unfortunately, legal cases are quite chal-
lenging to summarize, in part because of the writing style
they often use, where long, complicated sentences are the
norm (Tiersma, 1999).
We assembled a corpus of 30 random legal cases from all
13 U.S. Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal (2009–2013). The
cases include criminal, civil, and bankruptcy matters;
administrative agency appeals; and proceedings originating
in the appellate courts. No unpublished cases were included.
We also collected manually written summaries of each of
these cases from LexisNexis.3
Like legal cases, biomedical articles are a domain where
there is “a pressing need for distillation and management of
complex information presented in vast amounts of text,”
according to the TAC 2014 Biomedical Summarization
Track.4 We assembled 35 randomly chosen articles from
PubMed Central (PMC) (2009–2013).5 Topics range widely;
our corpus includes behavioral genetics, a thyroid cancer
case study, evaluation of the safety of a treatment for stroke,
and mapping of a gene.
At first glance, sentence lengths in both the biomedical
and the legal corpus appear modest. The development (dev)
set for legal cases had a mean sentence length of 24.01
words, while the biomedical articles dev set had a mean of
23.53. For comparison, the corpus of newswire articles for
Task 2 of DUC 2004 had a mean sentence length of 25.11.
However, the legal and biomedical corpora had much higher
variance than the DUC example. Table 1 shows the percent-
age of sentences from each corpus with more than 50 words
or more than 75 words. Such long sentences are rare in
newswire articles, but common in the sophisticated docu-
ments. As the histograms in Figure 1a–c illustrate, the legal
cases and biomedical articles include an unusually high
2Although termed “simplification” by their authors, these works actu-
ally broke long sentences into pieces while preserving the meaning and thus
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number of extremely short sentences6 and a long tail of
sentences over 100 words long, with maxima over 250
words. Clearly, including a single 250-word sentence in a
summary leaves little room for other sentences.
The desired output for this task is a single-document
summary of limited length for each document. For biomedi-
cal articles, we limited summary length to 20% of the origi-
nal document, following Reeve, Han, and Brooks (2007) and
Ou et al. (2007). For legal cases, we limited summary length
to the length of the human-generated summary for that case,
which for this study were on average 26% of the length of
the input cases.
Existing Systems
To solve the problem of summarizing documents that
include long, complicated sentences, the current work tries
to make the sentences shorter before running a summariza-
tion algorithm. We compare three such methods: an existing
compression method, an existing simplification method, and
our disaggregation method.
Compression system. For the compression system, we used
Napoles’s implementation7 of the (Clarke & Lapata, 2008)
ILP algorithm for sentence compression. A complete expla-
nation of ILP is beyond the scope of this paper. Briefly,
though, ILP seeks to identify the values for decision vari-
ables that maximize a linear objective function.
In this case, the objective function combines a language
model with a significance scoring function. The language
model, trained on the English Gigaword corpus (Graff &
Cieri, 2003), allows it to estimate the probability that each
unigram, bigram, and trigram in a proposed compression
would occur in English. Thus, for example, given the
sentence
The dogs barked at the hissing cats. (7)
the language model portion of the objective function would
tend to prefer the compression
6The short sentences include headings, figure and table names, refer-
ences to journals or legal authorities, and the like.
7https://github.com/cnap/sentence-compression.
TABLE 1. Percentage of words from the legal and biomedical dev sets








FIG. 1. Distribution of sentence lengths in DUC corpus is nearly normal.
Distribution of sentence lengths in dev sets of legal cases and biomedical
articles is noticeably skewed, with a large number of very short sentences
and a long tail of very long sentences. Maximum sentence lengths for both
were over 250 words.
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Dogs barked at cats. (8)
over
The barked the hissing. (9)
The significance scoring portion of the function assigns
words a weight representing their significance, to ensure that
the compression contains the most important words of the
original sentence.
The system also includes constraints. For example, a
modifier will not be included in the compression unless its
headword is included. This prevents a compression that
includes “hissing” but excludes “cats.”
ILP-based compression for summarization generates
improved output when the ILP performs both compression
and sentence selection jointly (Chali & Hasan, 2012), but
here we have taken a pipeline approach of compressing and
then selecting sentences. The pipeline is necessary to allow
us to compare apples to apples: If we used a joint compres-
sion and selection system, we would not be able to deter-
mine whether differences in performance between that and
the other systems was due to the method of shortening
sentences or due to the difference between sentence selec-
tion algorithms.
Simplification system. For sentence simplification, we use
the hybrid rule-based and learned simplification model of
Siddharthan and Angrosh (2014). The system combines
handwritten rules for syntactic simplification and rules
learned by a translation system trained on aligned English
Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia texts. The system
recognizes patterns in dependency parses of sentences,
applies rewrite rules to the parse tree according to which
pattern(s) it matched, and generates the simplified sentence
text from the altered parse tree. For example, the paper
describes a handwritten syntactic simplification rule to
replace passive with active voice, shown in Figure 2.
Given a sentence
The cats were chased by a dog. (10)
(modified from an example in the paper) with a dependency
parse as shown in Figure 3a, this rule would generate the
new parse tree shown in Figure 3b, which in turn would
generate the simplified sentence
A dog chased the cats. (11)
The automatically generated rules work similarly but
focus on lexical and lexico-syntactic simplification. Thus,
for example, there is a rule that, if X1 is a word from the set
“[extensive, large, massive, sizable, major, powerful,
unprecedented, developed, giant],” will delete amod(X0, X1)
and replace it with amod(X0, X2), where X2 is “big.” The rule
will also transfer any subtree rooted at X1 to instead have X2
as its root.
The simplifier permits five operations:
1. Delete: remove the specified dependency relations from
the old sentence.
2. Insert: add the specified dependency relations to the new
sentence(s).
3. Order: process the daughters of a node of the dependency
graph in the specified order.
4. Move: delete the specified node (as opposed to just the
relation) from the graph, and attach its children to a speci-
fied other node or, if unspecified, to the parent of the
deleted node.
5. Node Operations: make morphological changes to a
specified word to ensure its agreement with other words
in the sentence.
The explicit goal of this system is to make sentences
easier to read, not simplification for summarization. It is
nevertheless well suited for comparison with the other
systems, not only because it is a state-of-the-art simplifica-
tion system, but also because it has performed particularly
well on tests of meaning preservation, perhaps because it
does not delete information through sentence compression.
It therefore can be expected to be particularly competitive
with the disaggregation system in generating sentences that
are shorter than the source sentence but still retain all of the
meaning.
FIG. 2. A rule from the simplification system for replacing passive voice
with active voice.
FIG. 3. The dependency parse of model sentence 10 before and after
applying the simplification rule in Figure 2.
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Disaggregation System
We built the sentence disaggregator from a modified
version of the (Siddharthan & Angrosh, 2014) sentence sim-
plifier. Our changes fell into two categories: changes to rules
and changes to the system that implements the rules.
Modification of the simplification system for disaggrega-
tion. In addition to the five operations of the simplification
system described earlier, we found a sixth operation, copy,
necessary for disaggregation for summarization, due to a
difference in the best way to handle duplicate subtrees.
Sometimes when a sentence is split, the same subject must
be used in both sentences. For example, in the sentence
The blue and yellow balloons floated above the ground and
drifted in the breeze. (12)
“balloons” is the subject of both “floated” and “drifted.” If
the resulting split sentences are read together, it is redundant
to say
The blue and yellow balloons floated above the ground.
The blue and yellow balloons drifted in the breeze. (13)
and would instead be more desirable to simplify to
The blue and yellow balloons floated above the ground.
These balloons drifted in the breeze. (14)
The simplifier therefore replaces the subtree that depends
from this repeated subject with the determiner “this” or
“these” as appropriate.
In a summary, though, where one of the resulting sen-
tences might be extracted without the other, this substitution
could cause confusion or inaccuracy. For example, the
summary could misleadingly say
The red balloons had not yet been inflated. These balloons
drifted in the breeze. (15)
A better disaggregation for extractive summarization
requires including the subtree that descends from “balloons”
instead of replacing it with a determiner. In other circum-
stances, though, the flexibility to exclude some or all of the
subtree may be desirable. For instance, it is preferable to
split
The court held that community antenna television (“CATV”)
systems, which retransmitted signals, did not infringe. (16)
into
The court held that community antenna television (“CATV”)
systems did not infringe.
CATV systems retransmitted signals. (17)
Disaggregation for summarization therefore benefits
from the option to include the subtree or not. Hence, we
modified the simplifier so that rules could specify that a
word should be copied without its subtree.
Disaggregation rules. With the modified system in place,
we identified disaggregation rules. First, we removed all
rules from the original system that involved lexical substi-
tution, as well as rules for converting passive to active voice
and rules standardizing quotations. These are pure simplifi-
cation rules and are not a part of disaggregation. We retained
most rules for splitting appositions, relative clauses, subor-
dination, and conjunction into separate sentences. Some of
these rules were not well suited for summarization, however.
For example, the simplifier included a rule that splits a
sentence such as
The court reduced the term of imprisonment after considering
the factors set forth in section 3553(a). (18)
into
The court reduced the term of imprisonment.
This happened after considering the factors set forth in section
3553 (a). (19)
If the second sentence is included in a summary without
the first, the reader will be left wondering what happened
after these factors were considered. We therefore disabled 21
such rules, leaving 94 of the original, handwritten syntactic
simplification rules in place.
Preliminary testing showed that sentences in legal cases
and biomedical articles often could not be split by these
rules. We therefore wrote additional disaggregation rules
designed for these complex sentence structures. But choos-
ing what rules to write is a subjective task. Therefore, to
choose the best disaggregation, one of the authors prepared
a preliminary set of disaggregation instructions, and then
the authors and a colleague from the same lab individually
disaggregated a set of 10 sample sentences from the
development set using those instructions. The resulting dis-
aggregations were compared. The researchers discussed
the best disaggregation of each sample sentence for the
summarization task. When consensus was reached, the
result became the gold standard. Manual rules were then
written based on the gold standard models and variations
on them.
For example, one original sentence in the gold standard
was
Just before the passage of the 1976 Copyright Act, the Supreme
Court held in Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc.
and Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
that community antenna television (“CATV”) systems—which
captured live television broadcasts with antennas set on hills
and retransmitted the signals to viewers unable to receive
the original signals—did not infringe the public performance
right because they were not “performing” the copyrighted
work. (20)
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The gold standard called for the relative clause set off
by em-dashes (—) to be split off and become two new
sentences:
CATV systems captured live television broadcasts with anten-
nas set on hills.
CATV systems retransmitted the signals to viewers unable to
receive the original signals. (21)
Although the underlying simplification system included
rules to separate relative clauses into their own sentences,
such rules required the dependency parser to use the
“rcmod” dependency. The parser did not apply this relation-
ship to relative clauses set off by em-dashes rather than
commas. We therefore needed a rule to recognize the actual
dependency parse of a relative clause without relying on the
rcmod relationship to signal it. For this gold standard sen-
tence, the rule would need to make “systems” the subject of
the new sentences and keep the “CATV” abbreviation modi-
fying it. Such a rule was therefore specific to sentences with
a token in an abbreviation relationship with the noun that
would become the new subject. But of course, we wanted the
system to recognize relative clauses without an abbreviation,
and this required a related rule.
In total, our disaggregation system applied 112
rules—94 from the simplifier, plus 18 that we developed
using this approach. The difference in output between our
disaggregator and the original simplifier is illustrated in
Table 2.
Summarization System
For sentence selection, we use the graph-based LexRank
summarizer (Erkan & Radev, 2004). In the LexRank Only
condition of our experiment, we run LexRank on the sen-
tences of the original document to sort its sentences in
descending order of importance. In the Simplified, Disag-
gregated, and Compressed conditions, we instead use the
simplified, disaggregated, or compressed sentences as input
to LexRank.
LexRank represents sentences as nodes of a graph. The
graph of the document includes an edge between a pair
of sentences if their cosine similarity exceeds a certain
threshold. Edges coming into a sentence indicate that it is
important to the document, so sentences “vote” for related
sentences. However, a measure based purely on the degree
of a node would allow a group of outlier sentences that were
closely related to each other, but not to the main thrust of the
document, to create an illusion of centrality. To avoid this
problem, LexRank weights a node’s votes using the node’s
centrality.
Starting with the most important sentence, we select sen-
tences to add to the summary until we encounter one that
would cause our summary to exceed the maximum word
count. But because we are dealing with sophisticated docu-
ments containing long sentences, we may have found a
particularly long sentence that could not be split or com-
pressed, and there may in fact still be room in the summary
for one or more normal-length sentences. We therefore
check at this point to see if one of the next three most
important sentences could be added to the summary without
exceeding the word count. If so, we add it and continue
adding the sentences after it, following the same rule when
we encounter another sentence that would make the
summary exceed the maximum word count. But if none of
the next three most important sentences is short enough to be
added, we stop adding sentences to the summary, to avoid
adding a collection of unimportant but very short sentences
simply because they fit.
Once the system has identified the sentences to include in
the summary, it puts them in the order in which they
appeared in the original document.
Experimental Evaluation
Evaluation Method
Human-judged evaluation is necessary, since automatic
evaluation using ROUGE would not be appropriate for this
experiment. ROUGE uses n-gram overlap between the
summary and model summaries. That would bias the evalu-
ation against the simplification system, which substitutes
simpler words for more complex ones. In addition, auto-
matic evaluations have not been shown to correlate with
human evaluations of summaries when the sentences
included in the summary are not precise cut-and-paste
extractions from the original document. Thus, we use two
types of human evaluation.
TABLE 2. Examples of the difference in output of the disaggregation system and the simplifier.
Original sentence Disaggregated sentence Simplified sentence
Actinic keratosis, also known as senile
keratosis, results from the proliferation of
atypical keratinocytes as a consequence of
long exposition to ultraviolet radiation and it
has been considered a premalignant lesion
which may evove[sic] to squamous cell
carcinoma.
Actinic keratosis are also known as senile
keratosis.
Actinic keratosis results from the proliferation
of atypical keratinocytes as a consequence of
long exposition to ultraviolet radiation.
It has been considered a premalignant lesion.
This premalignant lesion may evove[sic] to
squamous cell carcinoma.
Actinic keratosis, sometimes called as senile
keratosis, results from the proliferation of
atypical keratinocytes because of long
exposition to ultraviolet radiation and it has
been thought a premalignant lesion.
This lesion may evove[sic] to squamous cell
carcinoma.
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The first is an intrinsic evaluation, where evaluators rate
each summary on the DUC quality questions.8 As noted by
Ou et al. (2007), human participants can judge a summary
directly, rather than compare it to an “ideal” summary.
The second is an extrinsic evaluation. As Daumé and
Marcu (2005) argue, extrinsic evaluation has an advantage
over intrinsic evaluation: it does not merely determine how
similar the output is to the way a human would do it, but
determines how useful the output is for the desired task. If
we wish to generate summaries that convey important infor-
mation from a document, we should test whether someone
who has read the summary has absorbed that information.
We therefore followed Otterbacher et al. (2008)’s approach,
developing comprehension questions and comparing evalu-
ators’ ability to answer those questions using summaries
output by the different pipelines.
Specifically, we randomly selected three cases and three
articles from the test set of the corpus described earlier.9 For
each document, one researcher wrote five comprehension
questions.10 Each question is multiple choice and can be
answered based on the full text of the original document
with no outside knowledge. Example questions appear in
Table 3. Each evaluator was asked to answer the questions
regarding the cases and articles.
For each biomedical article, the evaluator was assigned to
one of four experimental treatments, which determined what
form of summary would be given to them:
1. “LexRank Only”: Summary of source document with
no simplification, disaggregation, or compression of
sentences.
2. “Simplified”: Summary of document after sentence
simplification.
3. “Disaggregated”: Summary of document after sentence
disaggregation.
4. “Compressed”: Summary of document after sentence
compression.
For legal cases, evaluators could be assigned to any of
treatments one through four, or a fifth condition:
5. “Human”: Human-generated summary.
Fourteen evaluators participated in the experiment. All
were college graduates. Three reported at least 1 year of law
school. Two reported studying biology or medicine at the
college level or above for a year or more.
Each evaluator was randomly assigned to one condition
per original document. We then adjusted the assignments
slightly so that each condition/document pairing received
approximately equal numbers of evaluations (either three
or four). Finally, we ensured that no evaluator saw the
same document in more than one condition and that no
evaluator saw the same condition for more than two
documents.
Evaluators were told that they would answer “opinion
questions” asking about their impressions of the quality of
the summary and “information questions” to help the
researchers “understand how well the summary conveys
information from the original document.” The instructions
acknowledged that summaries could contain grammatical
errors or be missing information. Since the goal of this
extrinsic evaluation was to determine how useful output
summaries are, and summaries that fail to convey
information—either because they do not contain it or
because they are so ungrammatical that they are too difficult
to read—are unlikely to be useful, the instructions pointed
out the availability of option E for questions the evaluator
could not answer. Evaluators were asked not to consult
outside sources to answer the questions.
As noted, the word count upper bound for biomedical
article summaries was 20% of the word count of the original
document, and for legal cases it was the word count in the
corresponding human-written summary. Actual word counts
for the six test documents are shown in Table 4.
8http://duc.nist.gov/duc2004/quality.questions.txt.
9Since humans were evaluating the summaries, we began with a smaller
number of summaries than we could have evaluated with ROUGE.
However, as discussed in the Results and Discussion, infra, clear patterns
emerged even with only six documents, so it was unnecessary to test using
a larger data set.
10We limited the number to five to avoid overwhelming our volunteer
evaluators. When writing questions, we sought to cover a cross-section of
topics, rather than all topics in each document.
TABLE 3. Examples of multiple choice comprehension questions used
for extrinsic evaluation.
What part of the lower court’s decision does Rodriguez-Ocampo appeal?
a. Denial of his motion to suppress statements made before he was
advised to his right to counsel
b. His conviction of two counts of illegal entry for a single offense
c. Allowance of the prosecution’s motion to admit portions of his
juvenile record
d. A sixteen-level sentencing enhancement
e. I can’t answer this question using this summary.
What method did the researchers use to collect data?
a. Review of medical records
b. Pre- and post-operative interviews with patients and their families
c. fMRIs 3, 6, 9, and 12 months post-surgery, and annually thereafter
d. Self-report using a smart-phone app
e. I can’t answer this question using this summary.
TABLE 4. Word count in the original document and mean word count
across summaries of that document.
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For each summary evaluation, we calculated a single
comprehension score, which reflected the number of com-
prehension questions about that summary that an evaluator
answered correctly. Since we asked five comprehension
questions for each summary, these scores could range from
zero to five. Mean comprehension scores appear in Table 5
and Figure 4.
As expected, scores on comprehension questions were best
when evaluators used human-written summaries. Contrary to
our expectation, however, the next highest performances were
those in the LexRank Only group, followed by the Simplifica-
tion group, with the Disaggregation and Compression groups
lagging behind. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) revealed that
the differences between LexRank and Compression, LexRank
and Disaggregation, and Human and Compression were sig-
nificant at the p = .05 level; the other differences were not
significant.Atwo-wayANOVAto determine whether the docu-
ment type (legal case vs. biomedical article) interacted with
condition revealed no significant effects.
Because the quality questions seek information about
different aspects of summary quality, we could not combine
the seven quality questions as we could the comprehension
questions. Thus, each summary evaluation received seven
different quality scores, Q.1 through Q.7. Each score ranged
from 4 points for “a,” the most positive evaluation, to 0 for
“e,” the most negative evaluation.
Performance of the different systems on the quality ques-
tions is summarized in Figure 5. Although the ratios
between the systems differ, the pattern for all questions
except for 3 and 5 is quite similar to the pattern seen in







FIG. 4. A comparison of mean comprehension scores achieved by the
different systems. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
FIG. 5. A comparison of scores of the different systems on the DUC quality questions.
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Figure 4. As expected, the human-generated summaries
usually scored best on the quality questions. On questions 3
and 5, the LexRank Only summaries performed as well as
or better than the human-generated summaries; however, the
differences were not significant. Generally, summaries
from the Simplified condition performed slightly worse on
the quality questions than the LexRank Only summaries,
followed by Disaggregated, with Compression ranked last.
Significance of differences varied. On questions 3 and 5,
there were no significant differences between any of the
conditions. LexRank Only and Human were never signifi-
cantly different. Means and significant differences
for all seven quality questions in all five conditions
are available online at http://www-personal.umich
.edu/∼cfdollak/sophisticated_documents_paper/quality
_questions_appendix.pdf.
Except for questions 3 and 7, all possible pairings of the
quality question scores showed a significant positive corre-
lation using Pearson’s r. Scores on information questions
were significantly positively correlated with scores on all
seven quality questions; these correlations appear in Table 6.
Discussion
Analysis of Results on Quality Questions
With the exception of question 3, the results on the
quality questions followed a consistent pattern of Human/
LexRank performing best, followed by Simplification,
Disaggregation, and Compression, in that order. It is not
surprising that the human-written summaries perform well
on this portion of the evaluation; if anything, it is surprising
that they did not perform even better than they did.
The lack of a significant difference between LexRank and
Human conditions on any of the quality evaluations appears
impressive, although we must be cautious not to read too
much into it. Because the Human condition applied only to
the legal cases, not to the biomedical articles, the sample
size of the Human group was smaller than those of the other
conditions (NHuman = 8; NLexRank = 18). A larger study might
find significant results where this one did not. In addition, it
is possible that by showing evaluators summaries from the
much lower quality Simplified, Compressed, or Disaggre-
gated conditions alongside LexRank and Human summa-
ries, we may have distorted their perception of the quality
scale. A truly fair test of LexRank’s performance would
require a larger number of summaries and only the Human
and LexRank conditions.
We can say with confidence, however, that the LexRank
summaries outperformed the Compressed and Disaggre-
gated ones on all of the quality questions and the Simplified
system on most of them. On some quality questions, this is
unsurprising. The extra step of simplifying, compressing, or
disaggregating a sentence adds an opportunity for a previ-
ously grammatical sentence to become ungrammatical. In
addition, removing part of a sentence increases the likeli-
hood of having unclear referents.
However, our hypothesis suggested that on quality ques-
tion 2, which asks how much useless or confusing material
ought to be removed from the summary, we could expect the
Simplified, Compressed, and Disaggregated conditions to
perform well. After all, their purpose was to automatically
remove useless material.Yet all three performed significantly
worse on this question than the Human condition, and Com-
pressed also performed significantly worse than LexRank.
One possible explanation is that the compound question
has blurred the issue. Perhaps the evaluators felt that they
would need to edit a great deal of confusing material from the
Simplified, Compressed, and Disaggregated summaries, but
were neutral or even positive as to the amount of useless
material. Another possibility is that the experimental systems
rendered some sentences so confusing as to be useless.
A review of the actual summaries supports this second
view. Table 7 contains the first hundred words from the
LexRank, Simplified, Compressed, and Disaggregated ver-
sions of the same summary.11 In the Compressed and Dis-
aggregated summaries, and to a lesser extent the Simplified
summary, sentences have been altered and taken out of
context in ways that make them quite confusing. For
instance, in the Simplified summary the heading “Austin
Bank—Troup, Texas,” which in the original document intro-
duced a recitation of the facts regarding the robbery of that
bank, was transformed into the rather bewildering sentence
“Austin Bank is Troup, Texas.” This type of change explains
why, even if some useless material was excluded by the
Simplified, Compressed, and Disaggregated conditions,
evaluators would still score these conditions as needing to
have more useless or confusing material trimmed.
Additionally, we note that question 3, which asks whether
the summary is repetitive, is the only quality question that
does not follow the pattern of the others, as can be seen in
Figure 5. For question 3 only, the Simplification system
performed approximately as well as the LexRank Only and
Human conditions. Because the differences in question 3
were not statistically significant, this apparent deviation from
the pattern may be illusory. But this result could also suggest
that the simplifier’s use of determiners instead of repeated
noun phrases helped avoid overly repetitive summaries.
Another notable result was that Simplified and Disaggre-
gated were not significantly different on any quality measures
except for question 6, which asks about ungrammatical sen-
tences. Given the engineering described previously to avoid
introducing ambiguous determiners and to repeat modifiers
11The summaries in their entirety are available online at http://www-
personal.umich.edu/~cfdollak/sophisticated_documents_paper/example
_summaries.pdf.
TABLE 6. Pearson’s r correlation coefficients between scores on
comprehension questions and quality questions. All are significant at the
.01 level or better.
Quality question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Pearson’s r 0.410 0.438 0.288 0.418 0.330 0.440 0.286
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in the split sentences, we had expected that the Disaggregated
system would perform better on question 4, which asks how
difficult it was to identify referents of noun phrases.
An important question is why Disaggregated summaries
included more ungrammatical sentences than Simplified
summaries. The most likely cause seems to be overfitting.
The modifications and the additional rules described earlier
were based on a small number of gold standard sentences.
Changes to the system intended only to allow modifiers to be
repeated generated some side effects in initial testing; for
example, some disaggregated sentences contained long
strings of repeated conjunctions. These problems were fixed,
in that they no longer occurred when tested on the gold
standard sentences and basic modifications to them, before
the summaries in this study were generated. However,
perhaps the gold standard sentences and modifications to
them did not expose a broad enough range of possible prob-
lems, and other side effects remained that could only have
been discovered by a larger system test. Similarly, the new
rules were developed to work on the sentences from the gold
standard collection and variations on those. It is possible
broader testing might reveal sentences that match the depen-
dency patterns we found in those sentences, but are gram-
matically different enough that the rule application no
longer makes sense.
Perhaps the most surprising result on the quality ques-
tions was the poor performance of the Compression system.
The Clarke and Lapata ILP-based sentence compression
algorithm that we used is widely considered state-of-the-art
in sentence compression. We suspect that the problem may
relate to the language model that the algorithm incorporates
in its objective function. Maybe the trigram model built from
the LDC Gigaword corpus of newswire articles does a
poor job of representing n-grams that show up in legal
cases and biomedical articles. Biomedical articles in particu-
lar are likely to contain a great many out-of-vocabulary
terms. A simple follow-up study could test this hypothesis
by building a language model using a corpus of sophisti-
cated documents and checking if performance improved. It
would not require evaluating entire summaries, but could be
evaluated on a sentence-by-sentence basis.
Analysis of Results on Comprehension Questions
The Compressed condition seems to have suffered from
the predicted problem: The compression algorithm does not
know what information will be important to the summary
overall, and so it sometimes omits words that are actually
needed to make a sentence meaningful. Given the paragraph
The mean time to loss of Engel Class II status after STL was
15.2 years (95% CI 13.2–17 years), and after mtg-SelAH it was
13.8 years (95% CI 11.9–16.2 years).
The difference was not significant (p = 0.536).
The mean time to loss of Engel Class I status after STL was 15.2
years (95% CI 13.2–17 years), and after mtg-SelAH it was 13.1
years (95% CI 11.9–16.2 years).
The difference was not significant (p = 0.536).
The mean time to loss of Class IA status after STL was 14.6
years (95% CI 12.2–17 years), and after mtg-SelAH it was 7.9
(95% CI 6.1–9.7 years).
The difference was significant (p = 0.034) (Figure 1). (22)
the compression was
The time to loss of Engel Class status was years years and it was
years years.
The difference was not significant.
The time to loss of Engel Class I status was years years and it
was years years.
The difference was not significant.
TABLE 7. Segments of summaries output by (a) LexRank Only, (b) Simplified, (c) Disaggregated, and (d) Compressed conditions.
a: (2010) UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff-Appellee, v. Paul Edward THOMAS; Derrick Van Hodges, Defendants-Appellants. Each robbery was
completed within two minutes. The basis for the warrant was DNA evidence linking Hodges to a glove dropped during a bank robbery in Henderson,
Texas. Thomas and Hodges were named in an 18-count indictment charging them with conspiracy, bank robbery, and weapons offenses related to the
following bank robberies: 1. DISCUSSION I. Sufficiency of the Evidence Thomas and Hodges argue the government presented insufficient evidence
identifying them as the bank robbers. Thomas claims the evidence against Hodges was much stronger and implies that Thomas was found guilty by
association.
b: Each robbery was completed within two minutes. Thomas and Hodges were named in an 18-count indictment charging them with conspiracy, bank
robbery, and weapons offenses related to the following bank robberies: 1. Austin Bank is Troup, Texas. DISCUSSION I. Sufficiency of the proof
Thomas and Hodges argue the government presented insufficient evidence identifying them as the bank robbers. Thomas claims and the proof
against Hodges implies that association found Thomas guilty. The proof was much stronger. Hodges was ‘weak in some instances. This happened
after a bank robbery was also ‘happenstance. United States v. Clayton. We apply this standard of review to direct and circumstantial evidence.
c: (2010) UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff-Appellee, v. Paul Edward THOMAS; Derrick Van Hodges, Defendants-Appellants. Ireland, Carroll,
Kelley for Thomas is P.C. Ireland, Carroll, Kelley for Thomas is Tyler. Ireland, Carroll, Kelley for Thomas is TX. Hodges had in his possession a $
10 bait bill taken a week earlier during the robbery of a bank in Crockett, Texas. At that time, arrested. America Henderson, is Texas; 3. Austin Bank
is Troup, Texas. Thomas, Hodges, were jointly tried before a jury. Thomas claims.the evidence against Hodges implies that Thomas was found guilty
by association. The evidence against Hodges was much stronger.
d: LESLIE SOUTHWICK Circuit Judge Paul Edward Thomas and Derrick Van Hodges were convicted of counts of conspiracy bank robbery and
weapons possession. Bank robberies were executed in manner. Each robbery was completed within two minutes. Derrick Van Hodges was arrested in
Tyler Texas on state warrant. The basis for the warrant was evidence linking Hodges to glove dropped during a bank robbery in Henderson Texas.
Bait bill was found in child’s bedroom. DISCUSSION Sufficiency of Evidence Thomas and Hodges argue government presented evidence
identifying them as bank robbers. Thomas claims the evidence against Hodges was stronger and implies that Thomas was found guilty by
association.
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The time to loss of Class IA status was years years and it was
7.9 years.
The difference was. (23)
The original paragraph might have allowed the reader to
infer that the answer to the comprehension question
Which of the following best describes the differences in seizure
outcomes between the group that underwent standard temporal
lobectomy (STL) and the group that underwent selective
amygdalohippocampectomy (SelAH)? (24)
is most likely b,
b. The groups showed no difference in time to loss of Engel
Class I or II status; STL performed better on time to loss of
Engel Class IA status; and the SelAH group had more seizures
during attempted medication withdrawal. (25)
since there was no significant difference between the groups
on time to loss of Engel Class II or Engel Class I status, but
there was a significant difference in time to loss of Class IA
status. No such inference can be drawn from the compressed
version of the paragraph, since important information is
missing.
Since the Disaggregation condition generated the second-
worst performance of all systems, however, the results on
the comprehension questions do not support the hypothesis
that the problem of compression removing important
meaning will be solved by splitting, rather than compress-
ing, the sentences. Instead, the similarity between the per-
formance of Disaggregation and Compression suggests that
they may suffer from similar problems.
There are two possible explanations for the poor perfor-
mance of the Disaggregation and Compression systems on
the comprehension measure. The first is that the information
needed to answer the questions was simply not in the sum-
maries, and the second is that the poor quality of the sum-
maries obscured answers that were in fact present.
If the information needed to answer the questions was
simply not in the summaries, we need to understand why it
was missing. The maximum word count for each summary
was fixed across conditions, so all summaries had the oppor-
tunity to include the same amount of information. But the
Disaggregation condition tended to generate repetitive sec-
tions of text. The LexRank algorithm has a weakness for
repetition of a phrase in multiple sentences; it construes this
as similarity between the sentences, and the sentences there-
fore “vote” for each other to be included in the summary.
Thus, when faced with a case that listed counsel as
Laurel Franklin Coan, Jr., Asst. U.S. Atty. (argued), Robert
James Middleton, Tyler, TX, for U.S.
Deborah Johnson Race (argued), (Court-Appointed), Ireland,
Carroll & Kelley, P.C., Tyler, TX, for Thomas. (26)
the disaggregator mistakenly combined the fragments, then
split them into
Laurel Franklin Coan, Jr. Asst.
U.S. Atty.
(argued), Robert James Middleton, Tyler TX for U.S. Deborah
Johnson Race ( ), (Court-Appointed), Ireland, Carroll, Kelley
for Thomas,.
Tyler TX for U.S. Deborah Johnson Race ( ), is argued.
Ireland, Carroll, Kelley for Thomas is P.C.
Ireland, Carroll, Kelley for Thomas is Tyler.
Ireland, Carroll, Kelley for Thomas is TX. (27)
And LexRank, noticing the repetition, included the last
three lines in the summary. Flaws like this take up
space that could be used to convey actually important
information.
A second explanation is that, although the information
is present, human readers could not extract it, because the
generated summaries were so difficult to read and compre-
hend that they obscured the answers. Consider the com-
prehension question that was least often answered
correctly:
What effect did surgery type have on psychiatric outcomes?
a. The STL group experienced increased depression
b. The STL group had increased paranoia, while the SelAH
group had decreased paranoia
c. The SelAH group had increased paranoia, while the STL
group had increased depression
d. The SelAH group had increased depression and anxiety
e. I can’t answer this question using this summary. (28)
The correct answer is b. The only evaluator who answered
it correctly had a summary from the Compressed
condition. The summary included the following relevant
sentences:
Standard temporal was associated with higher scores on assess-
ment of paranoia.
Our concern was that STL cause rates of de novo psychosis as
have been associated with it .9,25,27 not a patient in group was
diagnosed psychosis.
Gyrus SelAH be procedure for patients with high levels of
disease paranoia. (29)
In this case, the information needed to answer the ques-
tion—that STL was associated with increased paranoia—
was in the summary; however, an evaluator could easily
misunderstand the second sentence to mean the researchers
were concerned that STL would cause psychosis, but not a
single patient actually exhibited psychosis.
The significant, positive correlation between compre-
hension score and all of the quality question scores
lends some support to this last explanation: Evaluators
had more difficulty correctly answering comprehension
questions as the subjective quality of the summary
declined. Further study could ask annotators given a
summary and a comprehension question with the correct
answer to try to mark in the summary where the answer
can be found, or indicate if the answer is not in the
summary.
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Qualitative Analysis of Shortened Sentences
While our quantitative results focus on the entire sum-
marization pipeline, a brief qualitative examination of the
sentence shortening methods on their own is enlightening.
The sentence compression method sometimes removed
unneeded phrases, as in a compression that removed “On the
other hand” from
On the other hand, argument of counsel is not evidence and is
not to be considered as such by the jury. (30)
However, some compressions were ungrammatical; for
instance,
The DNA evidence and bait bills constitute sufficient evidence
against Thomas to sustain convictions relating to the first and
fifth bank robberies, and sufficient evidence against Hodges to
sustain convictions relating to the first, second, fourth, and fifth
bank robberies. (31)
was compressed to
The evidence and bait bills constitute evidence against Thomas
sustain convictions relating to the first and bank robberies and
evidence against Hodges sustain convictions relating to bank
robberies. (32)
Additionally, the compressions often excluded words that
were important to the meaning of the sentence; for instance,
Thomas and Hodges argue the government presented insuffi-
cient evidence identifying them as the bank robbers. (33)
was compressed to
Thomas and Hodges argue government presented evidence
identifying them as bank robbers. (34)
Thus, as predicted, compression may substantially alter
sentences’ meaning.
Simplification, too, succeeded on some sentences; for
instance, it neatly split
[W]e view the evidence and the inferences drawn therefrom in
the light most favorable to the verdict, and we determine
whether a rational jury could have found the defendant guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. (35)
into
(W)e view the proof and the inferences drawn therefrom in the
light most favorable to the verdict.
And we determine whether a rational jury could have found the
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. (36)
Yet the simplified sentences also suffer from some of the
predicted problems. For example, sometimes lexical simpli-
fication changed the meaning, as when “challenging the lack
of eyewitness identification” was simplified to “challenging
the rarity of eyewitness identification.” In addition, simpli-
fication from passive to active voice sometimes obscured
meaning; for instance, the simplification containing “asso-
ciation found Thomas guilty” could confuse a reader, while
the disaggregation of the same sentence maintained the
clearer statement that “Thomas was found guilty by asso-
ciation.” And as predicted, the simplifier used “this” while
the disaggregator kept the entire noun phrases; for instance,
where a simplification included
This eyewitness stepped outside of his office to observe
traffic. (37)
the corresponding disaggregation included
Another eyewitness stepped outside of his office to observe
traffic. (38)
as we hoped.
The disaggregation system still includes some simplifi-
cation rules that should be changed for summarization. For
instance, the original sentence
Still, if a joint trial would prejudice a defendant, district courts
may sever the defendants’ trials. (39)
should not have been disaggregated into
Suppose a joint trial would prejudice a defendant.
Then still district courts may sever the defendants’ trials. (40)
Also, disaggregation occasionally caused some severe
grammatical problems, particularly involving missing
conjunctions.
Strategies for Improvement
Determining the cause of the difficulty in answering the
comprehension questions helps determine the best way to
improve future systems. If the problem is that valuable infor-
mation is being omitted from the summary because some
characteristic of the disaggregated or compressed sentences
causes suboptimal sentence selection, we might need to try
using a different sentence selection algorithm. For instance,
C-LexRank is an algorithm designed for multidocument
summarization; it might handle the repetition that disaggre-
gation adds to a document better than LexRank does.
If the problems are due to confusing, ungrammatical
output of the disaggregator, however, then the focus of
future work should be on improving disaggregation as a
stand-alone function before doing further work on the sum-
marization pipeline. Such future work could go in two dif-
ferent directions: improving the existing disaggregation
method within the framework of the modified simplifier, or
developing an entirely new method of disaggregation.
Certainly, there is room for improvement within the
existing framework. Given that disaggregation introduced
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grammatical problems that simplification did not, it is appar-
ent that testing of the disaggregation system on a broader
collection of sentences is necessary to identify the source(s)
of the problems.
However, there are several significant problems with the
existing framework that make developing a new approach
the better option. First, the disaggregator relies on a correct
dependency parse to allow it to correctly split a sentence.
However, we observed an unusually high rate of incorrect
parses of sentences from the sophisticated documents; there
were numerous problems with attachment, and some of the
dependency relationships were not applied consistently
across similar sentences. The problem may well arise
because of the complexity of the sentences; the legal cases
had a maximum parse tree depth of 47. Whatever the cause,
the potential inaccuracy of the parser limits the ability to
correctly disaggregate using this system.
Second, this framework cannot cope with a sentence
structure that is very common to the longest sentences in
legal cases: a numbered list within the sentence. For
instance, our gold standard disaggregation transformed a
sentence that began
The request for a hearing must: (i) Provide a specific statement
of the issue of law or fact to be raised or controverted . . . ; (ii)
Provide a brief explanation of the basis for the contention; (iii)
Demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the
scope of the proceeding; . . .. (41)
into a series of sentences
The request for a hearing must provide a specific statement of
the issue of law or fact to be raised or controverted.
The request for a hearing must provide a brief explanation of the
basis for the contention.
The request for a hearing must demonstrate that the issue raised
in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding. . . . (42)
The current framework has no way to iterate through list
items. Thus, disaggregating a six-item list requires a rule for
six-item lists, but that rule would not generalize to five-item
lists. Writing rules for each number of items that might be on
a list does not solve the problem, since each list item
requires several variables, and the running time of the dis-
aggregator becomes impractical when more than about 10
variables are used. This system thus cannot effectively dis-
aggregate list sentences, yet ignoring them leaves intact
many of the longest sentences in legal cases.
Finally, the current framework is purely syntactic, but
disaggregation is not a purely syntactic task. Consider the
sentence
Rather than argue explicitly about the findings of the NRC, as to
whether the portions of the contention met the reopening
and/or the admissibility standards, in rejecting the Common-
wealth’s contention, Massachusetts devotes a substantial
portion of its brief to arguing that the NRC acted arbitrarily and
capriciously. (43)
Here, a purely syntactic approach cannot determine who
rejected the Commonwealth’s contention—the NRC or
Massachusetts. Either semantic knowledge that “Massachu-
setts” and “the Commonwealth” refer to the same entity or
some form of coreference resolution is necessary to know
that a disaggregation containing
In rejecting the Commonwealth’s contention, Massachusetts
did not argue explicitly about the findings of the NRC. (44)
would not be accurate, while a disaggregation containing
Massachusetts does not argue explicitly about the findings of
the NRC in rejecting the Commonwealth’s contention. (45)
would be.
For these reasons, future work should explore other ways
of disaggregating sentences involving the retention of
semantic coherence, rather than continuing to rely on the
modified simplification framework.
Conclusion
We found that sentence simplification, compression, and
disaggregation before extractive summarization of sophisti-
cated documents did not improve performance on extrinsic
evaluations. The most likely reason is that, when applied to
sentences from the legal and biomedical domains, all three
sentence-shortening techniques produced some confusing or
ungrammatical output. Future work should focus on improv-
ing the ability of sentence shortening techniques to handle
sentences from these domains.
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